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Abstract

Undocumented and faulty instructions can pose a security risk, as shown in the past with the infamous f00f-bug. A scanner that searches for undocumented instructions can be a useful tool to help verify the secure operation of processors. This research proposes two methods for finding undocumented instructions on RISC processors. These methods attempt the execution of a single instruction and analyze the resulting signal information to determine if the instruction is seen as valid by the processor. The results are compared to the behavior specified by the ISA the processor implements. The resulting scanner program is used to scan multiple ARMv8 and RISC-V systems. Various flaws were discovered in the used disassemblers and the QEMU emulator. An undocumented instruction was found on a RISC-V chip. Within this research the performance of the resulting scanner including multi-core scaling behavior is analyzed. Both methods allow the scanning of 32-bit instruction spaces in less than a day. Good multi-core scaling is seen on systems with less than 16 cores.
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1 Introduction

Computer systems are of paramount importance to our modern society. Secure operation of these systems depends on both software and hardware. Software is generally mistrusted, both software verification and malware detection are extensively researched topics. Hardware however often seems to get a pass. Many programmers and analysts used to treat processors like trusted black boxes. In recent years we have seen some serious hardware security vulnerabilities like Meltdown [11] and Spectre [10] that affect many modern processors.

This thesis is inspired by previous research done by Christopher Domas [4]. In this research a tool is built and used to scan x86 processors for undocumented and faulty instructions. Using this tool various such undocumented or ‘hidden’ instructions were found. These hidden instructions can pose serious security risks. For example Domas was able to find a previously unknown halt and catch fire instruction similar to the infamous f00f-bug on a x86 processor [3].

With the rise of mobile devices the usage of RISC processors has grown. RISC processors make up a large majority of smartphone processors and are beginning to make their way into the server market. A possible security vulnerability on these systems brought about by a hidden instruction could therefore have a large impact. A program to search for hidden instructions on RISC processors could provide a useful tool to find possible security vulnerability in these processors.

The goal of this research is to develop methods to scan RISC processors for hidden instructions. The aim is that these methods are generic and as such can be used on a myriad of different RISC instruction sets and processors. This research will describe the effectiveness and quantitative performance of the developed methods.

1.1 Contributions

This research will deliver the following items:

- A description and implementation of two methods to search for hidden instructions on RISC processors
- Scan results of multiple RISC processors based on the ARM AArch64 and RV64GC architectures
- A performance evaluation of the developed implementations of the instruction scanner

1.2 Thesis overview

This section contains the introduction of this thesis; Section 2 contains some background information needed to understand this thesis; Section 3 describes previous research related to this subject; Section 4 gives a high level overview of the developed programs components; Section 5 discusses the overall program design and methods developed in this research in depth; Section 6 gives
information on how the methods and design are implemented and what issues were encountered in their implementation; Section 7 shows the results of system scans and performance analysis; Section 8 describes the limitations on the methods, their implementations and any gathered results; Section 10 makes suggestions for further research.

This is a bachelor thesis, by R. Dofferhoff for the Leiden Institute of Advanced Computer Science, supervised by Dr. E. van der Kouwe and Dr. K.F.D. Rietveld. A lot of the work was done in collaboration with M. Göebel, this includes development of the memcage method, basic analysis stage and basic fetch stage. All ptrace and RISC-V related components were developed by R. Dofferhoff. M. Göebel developed all analysis tools and the low memory blacklist. M. Göebel also verified the memcage method. Appendix A contains a table with a more detailed division of labor. For the thesis of M. Göebel we refer to [7].
2 Background

In this section the necessary background knowledge needed to understand this thesis is discussed. Definitions and explanations of various terms surrounding instruction set architecture and exception handling are given. Our definition of hidden instructions is also provided.

2.1 Instruction set architecture

An instruction set architecture (ISA) is the interface between hardware and software. It defines the various attributes a processor implementing the ISA should have. Examples of such attributes include the instruction set that it should support and the state it must contain, like the size and number of general purpose registers. For software development an ISA is effectively a compiler target. Software that runs on one implementation of the ISA should also run on a different implementation of the same ISA. The instruction set is defined within the ISA. It is a set of operations called instructions and their binary encoding. Examples of instructions are integer operations such as add and subtract or memory operations such as loads and stores. A software program is a collection of encoded instructions that are executed sequentially. Operands of an instruction such as register numbers or immediate values are encoded along with the operation. An example of an instruction encoding is shown in Figure 1. Aside from the few fixed bits that define the operation there are fields within the encoding that specify its various operands. An encoded instruction is often referred to as an ‘instruction’ as well, context should make clear if the binary encoding or the operation itself is meant.

Instructions use certain addressing modes, these addressing modes define how the instruction operands are retrieved using data in registers and immediate data within the instruction encoding. Important terms within this research are register and program counter relative addressing. Using register relative addressing the address of an operand stored in main memory is determined by the value in a specified base register and a (signed) offset encoded in the instruction encoding. The address \( a \) of an operand in main memory, resulting from register relative addressing relative to register \( r \) and encoded immediate \( i \), is given by \( a = r + i \). Using register relative addressing the entire virtual memory space can be reached. Program counter relative addressing is similar except the base register is always the current program counter instead of a register specified using a register number in the encoding.

This research focuses on RISC processors. RISC ISAs are characterized by a fixed instruction length (sometimes hybrid encoding see Section 5.7). Virtually all RISC ISAs are loadstore architectures, meaning that the only instruction types with access to main memory are load and store instructions. In RISC ISAs the amount of functionality a single instruction encapsulates is often less than CISC

![Figure 1: Encoding of the add immediate instruction in the ARM A64 instruction set](image-url)
ISAs like x86. Examples of RISC ISAs are ARM, RISC-V, MIPS and PowerPC. RISC ISAs have been getting more prominent over the years with the rise of mobile devices.

2.2 Hidden instructions

ISA specification documents should list all instructions that a processor implementing that ISA is able to execute. These specifications explicitly define certain instruction values as illegal instructions, meaning they should not be recognized by the processor. The range of values that represent valid instruction codes almost never cover the entire space of possible values within the instruction encoding length. The undefined values should also not be seen as valid instructions by the processor. We define an instruction as a hidden instruction when the binary value is not explicitly defined to encode for a valid instruction by the ISA specification, but it is seen as a valid instruction by the processor.

2.3 Exceptions & signal handling

An exception is a synchronous interrupt signifying that an exceptional event has taken place within the processor. These events could be errors such as divisions by zero, but they can also be part of normal operation, such as a page fault exception for a memory page that is not yet mapped. When an exception occurs the processor will start executing a matching interrupt service routine set by the kernel. In case of the page fault this routine might resolve the exception by loading the needed page. Some exceptions of an erroneous nature, such as the one signifying a division by zero cannot be resolved by the service routines. In these cases the kernel will pass the exception in the form of a POSIX signal to the process. This starts the signal handler of the process that is set for the specific signal type. These signal handlers may try to resolve the situation that caused the exception and restart from that point. Signals are also used as a form of inter-process communication, processes can send each other signals to communicate. Delivery of signals is mediated by the kernel. Different types of signals are differentiated by their signal number. These numbers are defined as constants such as SIGSEGV for a segmentation fault or SIGILL for an illegal instruction signal.
3 Related work

There has been little previous research on the subject of searching for hidden instructions. In the work of Domas [4] a scanner to search for hidden instructions on x86 chips was successfully developed. x86 is a variable length CISC ISA, instructions can have a length of 1-15 bytes, making the search space to large for an exhaustive search. To shrink the total search space a smart traversal strategy dubbed tunneling is employed. To use this method the length of instructions must be dynamically determined. The scanner is capable of determining instruction lengths without relying on the x86 ISA specification. This research differentiates itself by developing methods and implementations that work on multiple RISC ISAs instead of being focused on a single CISC ISA. The work Domas makes use of the x86 trap flag to single step instructions. The ptrace method discussed in Section 5.5 is similar, also relying on hardware based capabilities to single step through instructions. The ptrace method uses the ptrace system call instead of machine specific assembly to access these capabilities, thus it is able to function on any RISC ISA for which the kernel provides support for the needed ptrace calls. Not all ISAs make demands for such single step capabilities, such as RISC-V. The memcage method discussed in Section 5.6 relies on memory protection instead of hardware based single step capabilities. All modern processors provide the needed memory protection. The memcage method should therefore provides a more general way of scanning for undocumented instructions than provided by Domas and the ptrace method.

In [15] undocumented instruction detection is done as part of an extensive CPU security benchmark. The tool is claimed to work on the ARM and MIPS ISA. Little detail is provided on the operation of the tool and how it is protected from loss of control due to branch instructions or corruption of state due to stores. No results or performance analysis of the tool are provided. It is unclear if this tool supports hybrid length encodings but it does not seem so. The exact traversal strategy is not specified although it is claimed that the tool can cover the entire search space. This research aims to give extensive detail on the developed methods and operation of the scanner. We also provide performance results on the resultant scanner and the results of scanned systems. This research provides two separate methods for scanning instead of one and compares their relative performance. Our scanner supports ISAs with hybrid length encodings by being able to detect the correct length of instructions. This length detection mechanism can also be used to check if the processor recognizes the instructions lengths correctly.

Undocumented or faulty instructions can pose a security risk. This risk can be caused directly by the instruction itself, for example causing system instability like the f00f-bug [3], or the instruction can be part of a CPU backdoor. [6] speculates on the behaviour of a simple CPU backdoor and how such a backdoor may be used in an exploit. The simple backdoor presented can be accessed only when the CPU is in a specific state, when in this state the backdoor is used by executing an undocumented instruction. The existence of such a backdoor was shown by Domas in [5]. The instruction scanner described by Domas in [4] is used to uncover a hidden instruction only visible when a certain model specific register bit is set. The scanner developed in this thesis cannot detect such instructions directly, see Section 8. The hidden instruction acts as the start instruction to a CPU backdoor that can cause privilege escalation. Unless a backdoor has no specific state requirement and can be used by executing a single undocumented instruction, it cannot be directly detected by the scanner program developed in this research.
This research tests processors for flaws after they are released and focuses specifically on the existence of undocumented instructions. In the development stages of processors, manufacturers verify their processor designs. [14] describes a state of the art formal verification technique for ARM processors used in industry, that overcomes the scaling issues of formal verification methods. Formal verification techniques test all sorts of processor behaviour, not just the correctness of the decoder like the scanner in this thesis. To use formal verification, models need to be derived from the ISA specification. Modern processors and the ISA specification to which they should comply are very complex, [13] describes how the ARMv8 ISA is converted to machine readable format. The resulting machine readable materials are used to create Verilog models for formal verification in [14]. This research uses disassemblers as a ground truth for correct processor behaviour, these are often flawed. Usage of the Verilog models used in [14] could provide a better ground truth.
4 Overview

To search for hidden instructions a scanner program is developed. The scanner must check if arbitrary instructions are recognized by the processor as valid instructions. It must compare these results to the ISA specification. Just like in the research of Domas [4] a decision was made to scan from user space within a Linux operating system. This provides the benefits of user space libraries, kernel capabilities and easier portability between architectures. A drawback is that we limit ourselves to ISAs with support in the Linux kernel. Scanning from user space might also limit the scanners ability to resolve instructions requiring a higher privilege level, as discussed in Section 8.

The high level structure of the scanner program is shown in Figure 2. To make use of the multiple cores provided by many modern chips and the inherent parallelism of the task, the scanner program consists of one or more scanner units created and maintained by one manager process. Communication between the manager and scanner units is bidirectional. Each scanner unit writes its findings to its own output files.

Figure 2: Overview of the scanner program
Figure 3: Stages of a scanner unit

Each of the scanner units is assigned a range of instructions to test by the manager. The scanner units operate following the stages shown in Figure 3. These stages are used within two different methods, the ptrace method described in Section 5.5 and the memcage method described in Section 5.6. These methods must satisfy the following requirements:

1. Guaranteed exception for every attempted instruction execution, in order to regain control
2. Valid instructions and invalid instructions should result in different exceptions
3. The program state must be protected

The operation of the scanner units depends on the requirement that every attempted execution of a test instruction results in an exception. The generated exception in turn must result in a signal being delivered to the scanner process. If the instruction that is being tested encodes for a jump or branch instruction its execution could result in jumps to arbitrary code and would result in loss of control. The exception requirement causes a signal to be delivered after every attempted execution. This signal can be used to regain control as shown in Sections 5.5 and 5.6. Using the signal the program can continue to the analysis step.

If the instruction being tested encodes for a load or store instruction, corruption of the program state can result. Care must be taken to protect program state. Discussion of this problem can be found in Section 5.1.

The instruction space can only be scanned if it is sufficiently small. Most RISC instruction sets have fixed instruction lengths of 2 or 4 bytes. These instruction sets fall within the scope of the described methods. Mixed instruction lengths can also be supported, see Section 5.7.

In the analysis stage the signal information is used to determine if the processors recognized the instruction as a valid instruction or not. The analysis stage uses a ground truth that reflects the instruction set architecture specification to check if the instruction should be a valid instruction. A disassembler is used as the ground truth within this research. A disassembler is a piece of software
that translates binary machine code into assembly language. It is able to reverse the encoding defined by the ISA specification.

The fetch stage determines the next instruction to be tested. This research is limited to exhaustive search of the entire instruction space. The code is written in a way such that different analysis and fetch stages can easily be added and used. This allows different types of analysis to be done and results to be gathered. It also allows for different ways to traverse the instruction space. This property is used to support the hybrid encoding of the compressed instruction extension of RISC-V, see Section 5.7.
5 Design

The scanner program is a user space program consisting of a manager process creating and controlling multiple scanner unit processes, as shown in Figure 2. The manager and scanner units communicate through shared memory. The manager creates and initializes the scanner units, divides labour, creates output files, starts the scanning operations and handles hang detection as discussed in Section 5.6.2.

The scanner units execute the stages shown in Figure 3. These steps are followed within two different methods described in Sections 5.5 and 5.6. These two methods guarantee the occurrence of an exception for every instruction that is tested no matter if it is valid or not. The resulting signal is used to regain control after an attempt to execute a test instruction.

5.1 Program state protection

Execution of legal instructions can alter program state. Scanner units must account for this by recovering a good register state after each attempted instruction execution. Scanner units should also guarantee that store instructions do not overwrite parts of memory where program variables are stored. To accomplish this all general purpose registers are set to zero before the execution of a new instruction is attempted. By setting all general purpose registers to zero, store instructions using register relative addressing will end up in the lower parts of the scanners memory space where they will cause a harmless segmentation fault that is later handled.

The offset in register relative addressing is usually rather limited in RISC instruction sets because of limited instruction sizes. For example in RISC-V offsets of stores lay between \([-2048, 2047]\) bytes. Because virtually all RISC instruction set architectures are load-store architectures, store instructions are the only instructions that can overwrite program variables. By setting the general purpose registers to zero before the test instructions are executed the program variables are protected.

5.2 Analysis stage

The analysis stage must determine from signal information if the processor recognized an instruction as a valid instruction. It must compare this result to a ground truth representing the ISA specification to determine if the instruction is hidden. All kinds of different analysis can also be done in this stage, like determining instruction length as shown in Section 5.7.

Attempting to execute an undefined or illegal instruction will result in an exception. This exception will lead to a signal being delivered to the offending scanner unit. The signal number of this signal will equal SIGILL. If the scanner unit receives any other signal this means that the processor recognized the instruction as valid.

The ground truth used in this research is a disassembler. In the analysis stage the instruction that is currently being tested is passed to the disassembler. If the disassembler is unable to decode the
instruction value this should mean that it does not encode for a valid instruction according to the ISA specification.

Discrepancies between results of the signal number analysis and the disassembler will be logged in output files. Discrepancies fall within two cases:

1. Valid according to disassembler & not valid on processor
2. Invalid according to disassembler & valid according to processor

The first case is marked as a disassembler fault in the output by the basic analysis stage. Assuming the scanner program does not contain faults this case can be caused by:

- The disassembler does not properly represent the ISA specification
- The processor is violating the ISA specification by not implementing a mandatory instruction
- The disassembler assumes an instruction set extension not implemented by the processor

The second case is marked as a hidden instruction in the output by the basic analysis stage. Assuming the scanner program does not contain faults this case can be caused by:

- The instruction represents a hidden instruction
- The disassembler does not properly reflect the ISA specification
- The disassembler is unable to decode an instruction set extension that the processor implements

The basic analysis stage used in this research only determines if an instruction is hidden or not, but other types of analysis can be added. The code is designed such that new analysis stages can be easily used instead of the basic one. For example one could try to analyze if the instruction was a load instruction since the analysis stage also has access to register state at the time the exception occurred.

5.2.1 Resolving privileged instructions

Attempting the execution of a privileged instruction in a unprivileged mode will result in a signal with signal number SIGILL, just like undefined and illegal instructions. The scanner program is executed from within user space. Because of this it is executing in a unprivileged mode. The scanner program can still detect the existence of instructions on a higher privilege level. In the analysis stage we can differentiate undefined and privileged instructions by means of the si_code that is delivered along with the signal number of the signal. Undefined instructions will result in si_code ILL_ILLOPC while privileged instruction will result in si_code ILL_PRVOPC.
5.3 Instruction fetch stage

In the instruction fetch stage the next instruction to test is determined. This research limits itself to exhaustive search. In the basic fetch stage the next candidate instruction is the previous instruction value plus 1. The fetch stage also checks if candidate instructions match any instruction that is blacklisted. See Section 6.2 for more information on the necessity and implementation of the blacklist. Just like the analysis stage the fetch stage can easily be changed. One could try to more intelligently traverse the instruction space based on the results of previous instructions or any other kind of heuristic. The RISC-V implementation of this stage also leads to an exhaustive search but uses instruction length information gathered in the analysis stage to skip over unnecessary instructions, see Section 5.7.

5.4 Manager

The manager is a separate process from the scanner units. The manager is responsible for creating and starting all scanner units. It also kills the program when the entire scan is done. The scanner units and manager communicate using shared memory pages. In the current implementation the manager is awoken every second by an alarm signal. It will then continue to check up on all the scanner units. When awoken the manager might log some performance statistics of the scanning process. Within the memcage method described in Section 5.6, the manager is tasked with checking the progress of the scanner units and resolving hangs, see Section 5.6.2.

The manager is responsible for the division of labour among the scanner units. Within this research the manager makes a simple static division of the range of possible instructions among the scanner units before scanning starts. More complex dynamic division of work could be implemented by communication through the shared memory.

5.5 Ptrace method

The scanner units should generate an exception for every instruction that is tested no matter whether it is valid or not. The ptrace method guarantees this exception by using single step functionality provided by the ptrace system call. This system call is often used by debuggers for setting breakpoints and tracing system calls. It allows the binding of two processes in a tracer/tracee pair. The tracer can observe and alter the tracee. By using ptrace calls the tracer may alter and read the memory and register state of the tracee. The tracee will be stopped upon signal delivery and tracer will be notified of this stop. The tracer can then proceed to alter the tracee and handle the signal that was received by it.

Using the ptrace call the tracer can order a stopped tracee to single step the next instruction. The ptrace single step call will cause the tracee to restart and arranges the tracee to throw an exception on entry and exit of every instruction executed. The exception causes the tracee to be stopped. The tracer will be notified that the tracee has stopped and can inspect the signal it received and the state of the tracee at the point of the exception.
If the instruction being tested is legal it will execute. If its execution does not cause an exception on its own, a SIGTRAP signal will be delivered after its execution due to single step mode being enabled in the tracee. If the instruction is undefined an illegal instruction signal will be delivered. No matter the instruction type the tracer will receive notice and will start the analysis stage.

Figure 4 shows the design of a scanner unit under the ptrace method. The scanner in this method consists of a tracer/tracee process pair. All the stages shown in Figure 3 are present. The tracee starts off as a stopped process. This allows the tracer to alter the tracee. Execution of the test instructions happens within the tracee process. The tracer sets the program counter of the tracee to the executable memory location where the instructions will be written to. It will set all the tracees general purpose registers to zero using the ptrace system call to protect program state discussed in Section 5.1. The tracer will then start the fetch stage and write the resulting instruction in an executable page within the tracees memory space. It will then restart the tracee using the ptrace single step call and wait for the tracee to be stopped again. The tracer will receive the signal information that caused the tracee to stop and pass it to the analysis stage. It will start the entire process again until it exhausts all instructions it was assigned by the manager.
Each ptrace system call will cause a trap into kernel mode. This trap is pure overhead. To limit this overhead care was taken to limit the amount of ptrace calls. The tracer and tracee are run within the same virtual memory space. Because of this we do not need a ptrace call to write the next instruction for testing. It could also limit any context switch overhead from tracer to tracee depending on kernel implementation.

The ptrace method cannot be used on all RISC ISAs. Ptrace single stepping is dependent on on-chip debug capabilities. Some ISAs make no demands when it comes to these capabilities. This results in some ISAs having no support for ptrace single stepping within the kernel. Some systems do have the capabilities but just lack kernel support. For these systems a custom kernel could be developed. A similar method where single stepping is forced by use of a well defined interface with a custom kernel module was also suggested but dropped due to time constraints. This is left as a suggestion for future work see Section 10. The ptrace method has been shown to work on the ARMv8 ISA.

5.6 Memcage method

To provide a more general alternative to the ptrace method, the memcage method was developed. Instead of relying on hardware based single step capabilities, the memcage method operates using memory protection capabilities provided by all modern processors. The memcage method guarantees an exception for every instruction by placing the instruction on the end of an executable page followed by a page that is not executable, as shown in Figure 5. If the instruction is undefined it will generate the usual SIGILL signal. If it encodes for a legal instruction and its execution does not cause an exception on its own, the instruction following it lays in a memory page that is not executable. Attempting to execute this instruction will result in a segmentation fault. This guarantees an exception for all instructions that are not jumps or branches.

As discussed in Section 5.1 all general purpose registers are set to zero to protect the program state. By setting the general purpose register to zero the possible addresses a branch or jump instruction using register relative addressing could end up are limited to the lowest few pages of the memory space. Only the text section of the memory space contains executable pages. By setting the registers to zero this section of the process memory space cannot be reached by register relative branches and jumps. By writing the instructions far enough away from the text section of the process, program counter relative jumps and branches will also be unable to reach the text section. Just like store instructions their offsets in RISC instruction sets are limited. Although the offsets of unconditional jumps are usually larger than those of store instructions, they do not cover significant portions of the virtual memory space. For example program counter relative unconditional jumps in RISC-V can have a maximum offset of 1 MiB. By careful placement of the test instruction in memory and setting the general purpose register to zero, jump and branches cannot reach the text section. To guarantee correct placement two blocks of non executable memory, which shall be referred to as guards, are allocated before and after the instruction page. The size of the guards is equal the maximum program counter relative offset a jump or branch can have according to the ISA specification. Any program counter relative jump or branch can never reach any memory beyond the guards. The setup is shown in Figure 5.

The memcage method allocates one executable page to write the instruction to. This page will be
named the instruction page. The existence of the instruction page causes a problem that needs to be solved. Program counter relative jumps and branches could jump to the other locations on the instruction page and execute the values written there, possibly resulting in unintended consequences. For example the instruction being tested is a jump instruction that jumps 3 instructions lengths back. The program counter could now point to an instruction that does not encode for a legal instruction. This instruction does lay in a executable page so the resulting signal value will be SIGILL. Because an illegal instruction signal results from the jump instructions execution, the jump instruction will wrongfully be seen as an illegal instruction by the analysis stage. To resolve this the rest of the executable page is filled with a filler instruction that directly causes any exception other than SIGILL. For example a jump instruction to a page that is not executable or an instruction that directly causes a trap. The instruction page is shown in Figure 5. Now jumps and branches to instructions within the instruction page will result in signals that are different from illegal instructions.

Figure 6 shows the design of the scanner units using the memcage method. In the scanner unit process a signal handler is set for all necessary signals. Each attempted execution of an instruction will cause an exception. This exception ensures that the main handler will be called, returning control so the scanner can start analysis and prepare the next iteration. A machine dependent context structure is passed to the signal handler along with the signal number. Within this context structure resides the register state at the point of the exception. This context will be restored when the signal handlers returns. After the steps shown in Figure 3 are taken the context structure is
altered such that upon return of the signal handler all general purpose registers will be zero and the program counter is reset. Apart from the main signal handler there is also an entry handler that writes and jumps to the first instruction to start the scan loop. The entry handler started by the manager by sending an SIGUSR signal to the scanner process. The hang handler is discussed in Section 5.6.2.

5.6.1 Program state recovery

When starting a signal handler the kernel assumes a good stack pointer. The stack pointer is a general purpose register defined in the ABI for almost all ISAs. If a good stack pointer value is not set before the kernel tries to write the signal handler parameters on stack, it will write them to address zero or any arbitrary value loaded by the tested instruction. This will most likely cause an unwanted segmentation fault and crash the program. To resolve this sigaltstack() is used to set an alternative stack address for signal handling. The kernel will load the address in the stack pointer register on delivery of signals. Using this kernel feature a good stack pointer value is recovered before entry to the handlers.

The ABI associated with the ISA will often designate certain functions to general purpose registers, like it being the stack pointer, pointer to thread local storage or a global pointer. For all these registers good values need to be recovered. These values or references to these values can not be stored in global variables because the global pointer is set to zero or any other arbitrary incorrect value. We let the entry handler store good known values of these register in a memory location in front of the alternative stack address. The alternative stack address is the only known good value
at the start of the signal handler since it is reset by the kernel upon entry. Using the alternative
stack pointer in a machine dependent function using some inline assembly, good values for any
important registers can be recovered.

5.6.2 Hangs

Some instructions may form self contained infinite loops. Program counter relative jump and branch
instructions add a (scaled) offset to the program counter. When this offset is zero it causes this
instruction to be executed infinitely. This causes the scanner unit to hang because it cannot progress
to the next instruction. In the memcage method the scanner unit manager must resolve such hangs.
When the manager is awoken it will check the progress of all units. If it detects that a unit hangs it
will send a user defined signal to the unit. Each scanner unit has a special signal handler installed
for this specific signal. Within this handler the instruction causing the hang is logged and the
analysis stage is started. As usual a new instruction is fetched and written so the scan loop may
continue. The hang handler is shown in Figure 6. To make hang detection possible scanner units
write progress updates to memory shared with the manager.

5.7 Hybrid length encoding

Some RISC ISAs have instruction sets with a hybrid length encoding meaning that an encoded
instruction can have a few different lengths. Examples of such instruction sets are ARM THUMB2
or the RISC-V C extension. In both these instruction sets the instruction encoding can be 16 or 32
bits wide. The first 16 bits fetched by the processor determines the length of the instruction, see
Figure 7. To support the RISC-V C extension new analyzers and fetch stages were developed for
the memcage method.

Figure 7: In a little endian system, the lower bits of an instruction encoding are prefixes since they
are fetched first. For RISC-V C specifically the bits 0-16 can be seen as prefixes. Some of these
prefixes encode for 16-bit instructions while others may encode for 32-bit instructions.

5.7.1 Instruction space traversal

In order to scan these types of instruction sets a new fetch stage needed to be developed. In the
fetch stage we traverse the instruction space by iterating over 16-bit prefixes of possibly 32-bit wide
instructions. These 16-bit prefixes are first scanned as 16-bit wide instructions. In the analyzer
stages it is determined if the instruction was indeed 16 bits wide, as will be described in Section
5.7.2. If the length is determined to be incorrect the prefix is combined with a 16-bit postfix
and scanned again as a 32-bit wide instruction. The fetch stage will combine and scan the prefix with all possible 16-bit postfixes before moving on to the next prefix. Using this traversal method the instruction space is shrunk significantly if the instruction set contains a lot of valid 16-bit instructions. In the RISC-V C extension the instruction space is shrunk to nearly a quarter of the normal 32-bit instruction space.

5.7.2 Length detection

A simpler version of the length detection method described by Domas [4] is used. All prefixes are first executed as instructions with the smallest possible length. Instructions are aligned to the page boundary of the instruction page. If the length is incorrect an attempt to execute the instruction will cause an exception, since part of the instruction lies in memory that is not executable. The resulting register state and signal information can help us identify this situation, see Figure 8. For this method to work properly the neighbouring page must be readable and writable but not executable. The size detection is done in the analysis stage. If an incorrect size is detected this is communicated to the fetch stage.

Figure 8: An incorrect size is characterized by the faulting address (FA) returned in the signal info struct pointing to the page boundary, while the instruction pointer (IP) has not moved.
6 Implementation

The program is implemented in C++ and compiled with g++ (built-in functions are used). Both the manager and the scanner units are separate processes. The manager runs in the process that is created at start up. The manager creates the scanner units using fork and has one or more shared pages with each of the scanner units. All information a scanner unit contains is defined in a C++ structure that is stored in the shared memory. This structure contains among other things the current instruction and data to let the manager track progress. All stages shown in Figure 3 can access the data in this structure. Using this structure data can be passed from one stage to the other. A pointer to the structure is stored in each scanner unit as a global variable. The manager keeps a list of all scanner units. The manager itself is implemented as a C++ class. Specific manager implementations for the memcage and ptrace methods inherent from this class. The main function parses user input and creates the appropriate manager class and orders it to start all scanner units. The scan can be limited to a certain range of instructions and the number of scanner units to be created can be set. The method to be used can be selected too.

6.1 ISA specific variables & functions

The arch folder contains a subfolder for every supported ISA. These folders must contain the ArchProperties and ArchFunction files. Within these files the necessary ISA specific functions, properties and type definitions the program needs must be implemented.

The following properties need to be described:

```c
//Integer type large enough to hold an instruction
typedef uint32_t instr_t;

//Integer type large enough to hold register values
typedef uint64_t reg_t;

//Does ISA have single step capability?
static const bool archSingleStep = true;

//Does ISA have ptrace single step support?
static const bool archSingleStepPtrace = true;

//Can hangs occur even when using the ptrace method?
static const bool ssHang = false;

//Maximum offset a pc relative jump can have in bytes
static const int maxArchOffset = 128 * 1024 * 1024;

//Maximum offset of a pc relative write. Set 0 if not possible.
static const int maxPcRelativeWriteOffset = 0;

static const int numGPRegs = 31;
static const int regBytes = 8;
```
The following functions need to be implemented:

//Functions to alter context structs. Sets program counter and gp registers
void setState(mcontext_t* context, reg_t pc, reg_t regs[]);
void setStatePtrace(user_regs_struct* context, reg_t pc, reg_t regs[]);

//Functions for Disassembly
void initDisassembler(Injector* injector);
bool disassemble(Scanner* scanner, instr_t instruction, void* info);

//Functions to set and recover necessary registers
//on start of signal handlers in memcage method
void setRecoveryData(Scanner* scanner);
void recoverState();

//Function to flush I-cache
void clearCache(void* begin, void* end);

The given examples are for the ARM A64 instruction set. Within the ArchFunction files other functions such as architecture-specific fetch and analysis stages can be defined.

### 6.2 Blacklist

An ISA might contain instructions that should not be scanned. An example of such an instruction is ARM’s BLX. This instruction changes the core’s working instruction set. A blacklist was implemented so that such instructions can be skipped by the scanner units. Performance of the blacklist is very important because at least one search operation must be done for every instruction.
that is tested. As described in Section 5.3 within the fetch stage a search operation is started for every candidate instruction. Two different implementations were made for the blacklist, the first one gives the best performance but uses a significant amount of memory, the second one is slower but uses much less memory resources. Different implementations of the blacklist can easily be added. The blacklist is defined in the ArchProperties file. Different implementations can be used here as long as they have the same interface.

The blacklist is initialized with a set of (value, don’t-care mask)-pairs. A instruction may have multiple immediate fields at any point of the instruction. These fields can be marked by the don’t care mask so they are neglected in comparisons. From these (value, don’t-care mask)-pairs any blacklist implementation must fill its internal data structure. We will now discuss two implementations of the blacklist.

6.2.1 Blacklist using sparse hash set

A hash set can on average find elements in constant time. From the (value, don’t-care mask)-pairs all instructions that equal the value when not considering the don’t-care bits are generated. All these instructions are added to the hash set. This takes up a lot of memory resources if there are a lot of don’t-care bits in the masks, but makes fast searches possible. The C++ STL unordered set is used as the hash set data structure. We lower the chance of hash collision by setting the maximum load factor to 0.5. This speeds up the search operation but uses even more memory.

6.2.2 Blacklist using list of (value, care mask)-pairs

This implementation uses significantly less memory. It transforms all the (value, don’t-care mask)-pairs into (value, care mask)-pairs and stores them in a list. In the search operation the instruction being searched must be compared to every pair. The comparison operator applies the care mask to both the value and instruction and then checks for equality. For a non blacklisted instruction the search operation has a time complexity linear with the amount of blacklisted instructions.

6.3 Disassembler

The basic analysis stage described in Section 5.2 uses a disassembler to represent the ISA specification. For ARMv8 capstone 4.0.1 is used [1]. Some instructions within the ARMv8 specification are marked as ‘constrained unpredictable’ for certain field values. The results of these instructions can vary between implementations, but are constrained to a list of options such as: undefined, NOP, load unknown values, etc. When trying to disassemble these instructions capstone notes these as being undefined. On actual ISA implementations some of these instructions do execute and this leads to large number of values being marked as hidden instructions. To remove these from the output some filter programs were developed by M. Göebel [7].

For RISC-V capstone is used for all 4-byte wide instructions. For compressed instructions capstone was found not to be sufficient. For this reason all instructions of length 2 are disassembled using a
different disassembler, named the riscv-disassembler by M.J. Clark [2]. This disassembler seems to better reflect the ISA specification for the compressed instruction extension.

6.4 Self modifying code & Cache coherency

A non deterministic bug was encountered while developing the scanner on an ARM AArch64 system. The results of the program would vary between runs. The non determinism in the result was caused by a cache coherence problem. Unlike the x86 ISA most RISC ISAs make no guarantees about coherence between instruction and data caches. This ISA property must be taken in to account when writing self-modifying code, like the scanner program in this research. When a new instruction is written to the appropriate memory location its value is stored in the data cache. Stores do not invalidate the instruction cache entry so an old instruction value could still be present in the I-cache. When attempting to execute the newly written instruction the old value is fetched from the I-cache. If this old value is seen as an hidden instruction the new instruction might be wrongfully marked as a hidden instruction too. The situation is made visible in Figure 9. To solve the issue the new instruction value must be written back to memory from the data cache. Then the I-cache entry needs to be invalidated so the new value will be fetched from memory. We use _builtin_clear_cache() after writing new instructions to accomplish these actions. This compiler built-in function emits some platform specific instructions to ensure coherency for a range of memory addresses, if I-cache coherence is already guaranteed it does nothing. When the _builtin_clear_cache() function is not supported inline assembly can be used to ensure coherence instead.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 9: Visualization of incoherence between the data and the instruction cache. All new values are marked green. The old values are marked red. Caches can be made coherent by triggering a write back to memory and invalidation of the instruction cache entries, so the new value will be read from memory.
6.5 Self-attach ptrace

In earlier versions of the program the scanner units and manager were implemented as threads in a single process using the pthread API. This resulted in many problems and no tangible performance increase since process creation is trivial on total run time. The biggest problem was caused by the ptrace method and eventually lead to the decision to go with separate processes instead. The issue was caused by the tracer and tracee being threads within the same thread group. This makes it impossible to attach the tracer to the tracee using ptrace. This behaviour was allowed in the past and its removal is not well documented. There is a LKML thread describing the issue [8].
7 Evaluation

Within this section the ability to find hidden instructions on RISC-V systems using the memcage method is verified. The length detection method described in 5.7.2 is also verified for RISC-V. This section also contains a performance evaluation of the developed implementation of the instruction scanner. This evaluation includes the multi-core scaling behaviour. The scan results of multiple systems are discussed in Section 7.4. First descriptions of the test systems will be given.

7.1 Test system descriptions

Table 1 gives information on all systems used in tests. Orange PI PC2 shall be shortened to OPC2 and Raspberry Pi 3B+ to RPI3B+. Important to note is that the server systems c1.large.arm, c2.large.arm are bare metal servers and not shared systems. The AWS a1.4xlarge instance is run on dedicated host to ensure consistent performance.

7.2 RISC-V Verification

In this thesis, we will describe the verification of the memcage method on RISC-V systems. Verification of the methods and their implementations on ARMv8 AArch64 are described by the thesis of M. Göebel [7]. For the verification of the memcage method on RISC-V the same method is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Name</th>
<th>ISA</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>CPU (cores)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orange PI PC2</td>
<td>ARMv8</td>
<td>Armbian (debian stretch)</td>
<td>4.19.38-sunxi64</td>
<td>Allwinner H5 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry Pi 3B+</td>
<td>ARMv8</td>
<td>Debian buster</td>
<td>4.19.0-5-arm64</td>
<td>Broadcom BCM2837B0 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet c1.large.arm</td>
<td>ARMv8</td>
<td>Ubuntu 18.04</td>
<td>4.15.0-36-generic</td>
<td>2 x Cavium ThunderX (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet c2.large.arm</td>
<td>ARMv8</td>
<td>Ubuntu 18.04</td>
<td>4.15.0-46-generic</td>
<td>Ampere eMAG 8180 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS a1.4xlarge</td>
<td>ARMv8</td>
<td>Ubuntu 18.04</td>
<td>4.15.0-1028-aws</td>
<td>AL73400 AWS Graviton (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QEMU 4.0.0 virtual</td>
<td>RV64 IMAFDCSU</td>
<td>Fedora-Minimal -Rawhide-20190326</td>
<td>5.1.0-0.rc1.git0.1.1.riscv64.fc31.riscv64</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiFive Unleashed</td>
<td>RV64 IMAFDC</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.15.0-0004-g2b0aa1</td>
<td>SiFive Freedom U540 (4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Test system summaries.
Machine emulators, such as QEMU, allow one system to emulate the behaviour of another. Using such an emulator a system could run software and operating systems built for a different ISA. Among other tasks it translates the instructions of the target machine that is being emulated, to instructions that are defined within the hosting systems ISA. The translation code of QEMU is altered to verify of the memcage method. A normally undefined instruction is mapped to a legal instruction. The scanner should see this instruction as a hidden instruction. The undefined instruction value \(0b00000000000000000000000000001011\) was mapped to an add instruction. The scanner program was able to find this artificial hidden instruction.

### 7.2.1 Instruction Length detection test

While emulating on the RISC-V virtual machine of QEMU 4.0.0, the instruction pointer in the register state returned along with a signal is incorrect. The instruction pointer does not seem to increase when executing valid instructions in the compressed instruction set extension. Emulation on QEMU also seems to wrongfully generate a page fault exception when a valid compressed instruction is aligned to the page boundary followed by a non executable page. Presumably the virtual machine always fetched 32 bits of which the latter half lies on the non executable page. This makes it impossible to test the method described in Section 5.7.2 on QEMU.

Using the instruction length detection method described in Section 5.7.2, the instruction length associated with all possible 16-bit instruction prefixes were detected on the HiFive Unleashed system. The results perfectly matched the RISC-V ISA specification. The traversal method described in Section 5.7.1 can only operate correctly if instruction lengths are correctly detected.

### 7.3 Performance

In this section we will investigate the performance of the implementations of the scan methods. This evaluation includes multi-core scaling behaviour. The performance of the memcage and ptrace methods on the various test systems described in Table 1 are compared. A Performance profile is made to find future areas of optimization.

#### 7.3.1 Multicore Scaling

The task of the scanner program seems inherently parallel. There is no reason why two scanner units cannot concurrently scan instructions on different physical cores. To test if the performance of our implementations show good performance scaling an experiment was conducted on all systems described in Table 1. The experiment is conducted for both a scanner employing the memcage method and one using the ptrace method when available.

The scanner is run multiple times with different numbers of scanner units. The scanner program is compiled into a static binary. This binary was used to scan the first 50 million instructions in the A64 instruction space on the ARM systems. On RISC-V systems 4000 instruction prefixes were scanned, resulting in approximately 65.5 million scanned instruction. The scanned instruction
ranges contain no instructions that cause a hang. The normal blacklist described in Section 6.2.1 is used. The number of scanned instructions is logged by the manager every ten seconds. These performance results are processed into an average number of scanned instructions per second, or IPS. One scanner unit may end earlier than another, to ensure consistency any performance log that does not contain results for all units is discarded. The results are plotted together with an extrapolation of the performance of a single scanner unit to represent perfect performance scaling. The standard deviation of each average is shown with a vertical error bar.

**Memcage** In Figure 10 the scaling seems near perfect when using only a few cores but there is a slight drop off in performance gain when nearing the number of physical cores. At 16 scanner units the IPS is 93% that of perfect scaling. This drop off suggests that the scanner units do not maintain fully concurrent operation. There is no performance gain when increasing the number of scanner units beyond the number of physical cores. The same behaviour was seen on both the RPI3B+, OPC2 and quad-core systems, also reaching 93% of perfect scaling performance when using the same number of scanner units as available physical cores. The RISC-V HiFive Unleashed system showed similar behaviour but with better overall scaling, reaching 97% of perfect scaling.

The behaviour shown in Figure 10 does not translate to higher core count systems, as shown by Figure 11. In this figure near perfect scaling is shown for lower scanner unit counts, followed by a sharp regression in performance. This regression happens before reaching the number of physical cores. Similar behaviour is seen in Figure 12 although the regression is less sharp and near perfect scaling is only seen at very low scanner unit counts relative to the number of physical cores. There is also an increase in variance between measurements.

The scanner program performance is bound by how fast signals are delivered and processed, because each delivered signal represents a scan of an instruction. One would expect that if there is a sequential part of execution within the kernel interrupt service routine or signal delivery mechanism that the system would have an upper limit on the amount of signals that can be processed by the scanner units. This limit would be dependent on single thread performance. But this does not explain the sharp regression seen in Figure 11. Analysis reveals that the sharp regression is caused by a large increase in the number of cycles spent in _raw_spin_unlock_irqrestore called by the force_sig_info kernel function. Since both methods are dependent on signal delivery the regression cannot be mitigated by changes to their implementation.

**Ptrace method** The multi-core scaling behaviour of the ptrace method is much more erratic than that of the memcage method. On the lower core count systems there is a big spike in performance when the number of scanner units is equal to the amount of physical cores. At this number of scanner units performance even exceeds projected perfect scaling performance of a single unit. This behaviour is shown in Figure 13. Scaling behaviour is better when processor affinity is set for each scanner unit. When the affinity is set for each scanner unit the scaling behaviour becomes similar to that of the memcage method, as shown in Figure 14. Performance of the ptrace method is sensitive to scheduling of the individual scanner units. The effects of setting processor affinity are described in Section 7.3.2.

Similar to the memcage method higher core count systems do not show good scaling for the
ptrace method, as shown in Figure 15. Scaling is observed at lower scanner unit counts followed by a performance regression at higher numbers of scanner units, both the c2.large.arm and the c1.large.arm systems showed this behaviour.

Figure 10: Performance scaling behaviour of memcage method on dedicated AWS a1.4xlarge 16 core system

Figure 11: Performance scaling of memcage method on dedicated Packet c2.large.arm 32 core system
Figure 12: Performance scaling of memcage method on dedicated Packet c1.large.arm 96 core system

Figure 13: Performance scaling of memcage method on dedicated AWS a1.4xlarge 16 core system
Figure 14: Performance scaling of the ptrace method on dedicated AWS a1.4xlarge 16 core system with processor affinity set.

Figure 15: Performance scaling of memcage method on dedicated packet c1.large.arm system with processor affinity set.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Ptrace</th>
<th>Memcage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPI3B+</td>
<td>1.07x</td>
<td>1.01x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC2</td>
<td>1.07x</td>
<td>1.03x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS a1.4xlarge</td>
<td>1.06x</td>
<td>1.01x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet c1.large.arm</td>
<td>2.61x</td>
<td>1.19x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet c2.large.arm</td>
<td>2.14x</td>
<td>0.86x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance changes when processor affinity is set

### 7.3.2 Effects of processor affinity

When using the `-a` command line option the number of available physical cores can be specified. The processor affinity of each scanner unit is set to a single physical core when using this option. Setting processor affinity influences the performance of the scanner. The changes in total performance are shown in Table 2.

Setting processor affinity has a large effect on the scaling behaviour of the ptrace method as shown in Section 7.3.1. Large performance increases are seen for the ptrace method on high core count systems. A smaller performance uplift can be seen on the lower core count systems.

Setting processor affinity does not change the scaling behaviour of the memcage method. Processor affinity does not have a significant impact on the total performance of the memcage method on the lower core count systems. The c1.large.arm is a dual socket system, setting affinity on such a system does increase performance. The only performance regression can be seen on the c2.large.arm system. Setting affinity is recommended when using the ptrace method or while scanning NUMA systems.

### 7.3.3 Comparison memcage and ptrace method

Table 3 shows the maximum achieved performance on all systems when running the scanner with the optimal number of scanner units found in Section 7.3.1. On all but one system the memcage method is over three times faster than the ptrace method. The AWS a1.4xlarge system is the only outlier, on this system the ptrace method is faster than the memcage method.

Something to keep in consideration is that when using the ptrace method there is no need to resolve the hangs described in Section 5.6.2. There are 2123 instruction in the A64 instruction set that cause such hangs. While a hang is unresolved the scanner units makes no progress. The existence of these hangs increases the overall run time. The size of this increase is dependent on the amount of time the manager takes to resolve them. Instructions that are known to cause hangs can also be blacklisted beforehand to negate this performance impact. To not skew the performance the results shown in Table 3 do not include any scans of instructions that would cause a hang.
7.3.4 System comparisons

Performance varies greatly even between similar systems, as shown in Table 4. Both the OPC2 and RPI3B+ are low power quad-core cortex A53 based systems running at 1.1GHz and 1.4GHz respectively. They have the same cache setup and run kernels of the same version and major revision. These systems should therefore have similar performance, yet the the OPC2 system is over 2x faster when using the ptrace method and 1.80x faster when using the memcage method. Lmbench [12] was run on the systems in an attempt to find some performance differentiator. The difference in performance between the OPC2 and RPI3B+ systems seemed related to the difference in memory latency, but on inspection of Lmbench results of the server systems this hypothesis was disproven. Table 4 shows that low power development boards may have better single core performance in the scanning task than server systems running at higher frequencies and with lower memory latency and bigger caches. Performance seems largely unrelated to frequency, cache size, memory bandwidth and memory latency.

7.3.5 Performance profile

To bring to light areas of future optimization a profile was done using perf. A single scanner unit was profiled for both the memcage and ptrace method. These profiles were created on the OPC2 system. The static binary compiled for the core scaling experiments in Section 7.3.1 was used.

In the memcage method only 25% of cycles is spent within the main handler described in Section 5.6. The rest of the cycles are spent within kernel service routines, signal delivery and signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Memcage (IPS)</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Ptrace (IPS)</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPI3B+</td>
<td>62,094</td>
<td>1.0x</td>
<td>15,610</td>
<td>1.0x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC2</td>
<td>111,753</td>
<td>1.80x</td>
<td>32,215</td>
<td>2.06x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS a1.4xlarge</td>
<td>35,733</td>
<td>0.58x</td>
<td>48,611</td>
<td>3.11x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet c1.large.arm</td>
<td>47,328</td>
<td>0.76x</td>
<td>16,909</td>
<td>1.08x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet c2.large.arm</td>
<td>90,927</td>
<td>1.46x</td>
<td>66,137</td>
<td>4.24x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiFive Unleashed</td>
<td>152,473</td>
<td>2.46x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Highest average single core performance measured
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Percentage of cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analysis stage</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch stage</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache sync</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Distribution of cycles within main handler of the memcage method

handler return code provided by the operating system. Any optimization in the memcage method implementation would have limited impact on overall performance due to the method being depended on exception handling and signal delivery. The division of cycles within the main handler is shown in Table 5.

In the ptrace method less than 10% of cycles is spent in analysis and fetch stages. Around 36% of cycles are spent in the waitpid() function, waiting on the status changes in the tracee caused by an exception. The necessary ptrace functions make up 53%. Any optimizations to analysis and the fetch stage would not have significant performance impact.

7.4 Scan results

We will now present the results of the scans of multiple ARMv8 and RISC-V systems.

7.4.1 ARMv8 A64

In this thesis, the scan results of A64 instruction space on the RPI3B+ and OPC2 systems are described. We refer to the thesis of Michael Göbel [7], for a discussion on the scan results of the packet c1.large.arm, c2.large.arm and AWS a1.4xlarge systems. To reiterate Section 5.2, results are marked as hidden by the scanner if an instruction is not valid according to the disassembler but is seen as valid by the hardware. A result is marked as a disassembler fault if it is a valid instruction according to the disassembler but is not seen as valid by the hardware.

The scanner program produced the same results when using either method on both systems. The scanner produced 5,446,386 results on the OPC2 system, 2,957,312 out of the total were marked as hidden and 2,489,074 as disassembler faults. The constrained unpredictable filter program was applied to the instructions marked as hidden, leaving 195,584 possible hidden instructions. On further analysis all marked encoding values that are left belong to two separate instructions: INS(element), DUP(general). Both these instructions do exist in the ARMv8 manual as advanced SIMD copy instructions. There seems to have been a mistake by the capstone developers interpreting a constraint related to these instructions. A filter was built that removes the wrongfully reported values. After applying this filter there are no values left, meaning that our scanner was unable to find any hidden instructions on the OPC2 systems Allwinner H5 processor.

Running the scanner on the RPI3B+ systems results in the same instructions being marked as hidden. Therefore like the OPC2 systems there are no hidden instructions found by the scanner
on the RPI3B+ systems Broadcom BCM2837B0 processor. There were however 302,080 extra instructions marked as disassembler faults. This is due to the Broadcom CPU not implementing some optional instruction set extensions that the the Allwinner H5 does.

### 7.4.2 RISC-V

**QEMU** A scan of the RISC-V Compressed instruction space was done on the QEMU 4.0.0 virtual machine. The scanner program marked 2272 16-bit instruction values as hidden instructions. There were zero instruction values marked as disassembler faults. The compressed instruction extension contained 9 instructions that caused a hang. Analysis of the 2272 values lead to the following findings:

- **0b0000000000000000** is seen as valid instruction by the virtual machine but is defined as an illegal instruction in the RISC-V ISA specification.
- **0b100xxxxxxxxxxx00** is reserved within the RISC-V ISA specification but is seen as a valid instruction by the virtual machine.
- **0b100111xxx1xxxx01** is reserved within the RISC-V ISA specification but is seen as a valid instruction by the virtual machine.
- **C.ADDI16S, C.LUI** should be reserved if the nzimm field is zero.
- **C.ADDI4SPN** should be reserved when the nzuimm field is zero.
- **C.ANDI** instructions with immediate equal to zero are wrongfully marked as hidden due to a disassembler fault.
- **C.SRLI64, C.SRAI64, C.SLLI64** instructions with immediate equal to zero are wrongfully marked as hidden due to a disassembler fault. These instructions are legal HINT instructions when executed on a RV64 system.

All the instructions in reserved encoding spaces are executed as NOPs. These hidden instructions have no effect on processor state.

**HiFive Unleashed** The scanner program was run on the HiFive Unleashed system using the traversal technique described in section 5.7.1 in order to scan the entire RV64GC instruction space. A total of 8,405,814 instruction values were marked as hidden instructions and 25,144,389 values as disassembler faults. Analysis on the hidden values resulted in the following findings:

- **0b100xxxxxxxxxxx00** is reserved within the RISC-V ISA specification but executes on the HiFive Unleashed board. In contrast to the QEMU results this range of instructions do not execute as NOPs. On this system the instructions in this range result in a SIGSEGV with a si_code of SEGV_MAPERR when scanned. This suggest that the instructions do a memory access in unmapped memory resulting in the segmentation fault. The associated fault address
Figure 16: Fields within the encoding of the undocumented instruction. Format of destination register field rd is unknown. The rs1 field specifies the register number of the source register containing the address.

is 0 which is indeed unmapped. On deeper inspection the instructions turned out to be register relative load instructions. The instructions load four bytes from memory and perform sign extension. A register source field was identified within the encoding. This field grants control of the address where the value is loaded from. The register source field uses the 3-bits wide standard register number scheme of the C-extension. A destination register field was also identified, however the format is unknown limiting the number of addressable destination registers. The encoding fields are shown in Figure 16. When executed on the Spike RISC-V ISA simulator the instruction leads to an illegal instruction exception. This simulator is often seen as the golden reference for the behaviour of RISC-V systems. The instructions can only be part of an non-standard extension since they are in conflict with the existing C extension. No such extension is documented in the SiFive U540 manual [9]. Correspondence with the manufacturer confirmed that this is a known bug in the processor that was fixed from Oct 2017 onward. The bug leads to an unintentional non-standard extension. The undocumented instruction is an atomic memory operation, all permission checks are performed and therefore this undocumented instruction does not pose a security risk.

- **FENCE** instructions are wrongfully seen as illegal by the capstone disassembler when the rd and rs1 fields are not zero or the fm field is something other than 0b0000 or 0b1000. The rd and rs1 field along with the other possible values of the fm field are reserved for future extension. To ensure forward compatibility it is explicitly stated in the ISA specification that current implementations must treat any FENCE with values other than zero in these fields as a normal FENCE instruction. The behaviour of the HiFive Unleashed is correct. The fault lies with the capstone disassembler not recognizing the values as valid FENCE instructions.

- **FENCE.I** instructions are wrongfully seen as illegal by the capstone disassembler when the rd, rs1 or immediate fields are not zero. Similar to the FENCE instruction usage of these fields are reserved for future extension and for forward compatibility current implementations must ignore these fields and execute the instruction as a normal FENCE.I.

- **FCVT.D.S, FCVT.D.W, FCVT.D.WU** instructions with a value in the rounding mode field other than 0 are wrongfully seen as illegal by the capstone disassembler. Although different values in the rounding mode field have no influence on the instruction behaviour it is not illegal according to the ISA specification.

- **C.ANDI** instructions with immediate equal to zero are wrongfully marked as hidden due to a disassembler fault.

- **C.SRLI64, C.SRAI64, C.SLLI64** instructions with immediate equal to zero are wrongfully
marked as hidden due to a disassembler fault. These instructions are legal HINT instructions when executed on a RV64 system.
8 Limitations

As uncovered by Domas [5] instructions can be hidden by the manufacturer by only making them visible when certain model specific or system register bits are set. Any attempt to execute such an instruction will result in an illegal instruction exception until the specific bits are set. The instruction encoding is altered depending on system state. The scanner in this thesis would be unable to find instructions hidden in such a manner without adaptations.

Another way that a manufacturer could hide an instruction is by making it illegal for lower privilege levels only. The scanner program in this research runs in user space, commonly the lowest privilege level. Normally all instructions can be resolved from user space as described in Section 5.2.1. The ARMv8 specification defines a possible constraint named “Constraint.UNDEFEL0”. It is mentioned no where else in the specification but its existence is telling for the capability of ARMv8 implementations to hide instructions in such a way. It is unclear what kind of signal would result from an instruction with such a constrained and if it could still be detected using the method described in Section 5.2.1.

Any hidden instruction residing in a blacklisted range of instruction encoding, will not be found by the scanner program. In this thesis the MSR instruction range is blacklisted on ARM systems. Hidden instructions could reside within this range.

Our scanner only checks for the existence of hidden instructions, it does not test if the instruction actually does what the ISA describes. So hidden functionality can still be hidden within a legal instruction encoding. Some analysis can be done on the instruction type based of delivered signal information but this is left to future work.
9 Conclusion

In this research two methods to search for hidden instructions are developed and implemented on both ARM AArch64 and RV64GC. The scanner is used to scan various systems, including both real silicon and emulators. Various mistakes were found in the used disassemblers. No hidden instructions were found on the ARM systems. Hidden instructions were discovered on the QEMU 4.0.0 virtual machine while emulating RV64GC. A hidden instruction was found on the SiFive Freedom U540 processor, this instruction loads 4 bytes from memory into a register. The instruction resides in a range of encodings explicitly defined as reserved in the RISC-V ISA specification.

While the ptrace method only functions on systems with single step capability and support in the linux kernel, the memcage method is more general and is implemented and shown to work on RISC-V as well as on ARM systems.

The implemented scanner is fast enough using either method to search common instruction spaces of size $2^{32}$ in less than a day on most systems. On most systems the memcage method delivers better performance. Most of the CPU cycles are spent in kernel interrupt service routines and signal delivery functions reducing the impact of future optimizations. Performance differences between systems seem not to have any meaningful relation with common performance characteristics such as clock speed, cache size or memory latency.

The memcage method showed predictable near perfect multi-core scaling on systems with less than 16 cores. On higher core count system scaling breaks down and performance regressions occur. Setting processor affinity for the scanner units is recommended when using the ptrace method or scanning NUMA systems. The performance of the ptrace method is very sensitive to scheduling of the scanner units. The ptrace method shows similar multi-core scaling behaviour when processor affinity is set.
10 Future work

This section makes suggestions for future research.

- A different analyzer stage can be build that attempts to identify the instruction type from the signal information and register state at the time of the generated exception. This result can be compared to the disassembler.

- The existing implementation can be ported to many different RISC ISAs.

- More intelligent instruction space traversal methods could be implemented in order to speed up the scanning.

- Kernel modules can be written for chips that are capable of single stepping but that do not have support for this feature in the mainline kernel. The method that uses these kernel modules can be very similar to ptrace method. Such a method would be able to support more ISAs than the ptrace method and might achieve higher performance.

- Some instructions in the ARMv8 ISA are “constrained unpredictable” for certain encoding field values. These instructions may execute in a number of ways and our result show that they do. Similarly RISC-V has “HINT” instructions that may influence performance but not state. Research can be done to determine what the result of these instructions are and if these instructions break specification.

- Similar to Domas [5], scans can be done for different values of model specific and systems registers, to see if scan results change.
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## Appendix A  Labor division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Rens Dofferhoff</th>
<th>Michael Göebel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memcage development</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of signal handlers</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis stage</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch stage ARMv8-A</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacklist hash set</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacklist low memory</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ptrace development</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISC-V development</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction length detection</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcage verification using QEMU</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result analysis programs</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM server scan experiments</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM SBC scan experiments</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiFive Unleashed scan experiment</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QEMU ARMv8-A scan experiments</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QEMU RISC-V scan experiments</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBC and server multi-core scaling experiments</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profiling on hardware</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profiling QEMU performance</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handler state recovery</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Division of labor